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The Downfall of the Netherlands

Land of the Naive Fools

Mohammed Rasoel

Translation courtesy of Faust
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Foreword by the translator

On December 16, 1992 the Pakistani cabaret artist Zoka F. was ordered to

pay a sum of 2000 guilders. The Dutch judge ruled that it had been proven

that his book, 'De ondergang van Nederland', published under the

pseudonym 'Mohammed Rasoel' was a racist pamphlet written with the sole

purpose of inciting hatred. This sentence was followed by a massive public

display of political correctness with the book being taken from the shelves in

most bookstores throughout the Netherlands, and quickly forgotten about.

Foreword

When the political and social circumstances started to turn against him, the

Muslim born author fled his Islamic country, after which he traveled for

several years before finding refuge in Europe. Because he lived two lives, of

which the second one was in the Netherlands, he observed the Dutch and

their charming behavior, misplaced optimism, and disorientated urge for

responsibility from an angle where they themselves were blind.

The author shows that the Dutch, if they don't adjust their policy regarding

Muslims and set a drastically different course, will be repressed by the

culture of Islam. In a worst-case scenario, they will have to admit they

literally gave their already small country away. The author sheds light on the

subject from different sides and clarifies with many examples that a

seemingly far-fetched speculation is actually already materializing in the

foreseeable future.
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Whosoever reads the references to the evolution of mankind, to the

argument about various forms of discrimination, and to the naivety of the

Dutch, as well as the detailed explanations regarding the mentality of the

Muslims, illustrated with quotes from the Koran, "Though if they oppose you,

then kill them," shall not only reconsider their own position in society

opposed to the Muslims, but also look differently at the reflection in the

mirror, this time with the eyes of the author, who possibly, because he

basically writes against himself, could be seen as truly objective. As a side

note, the author kept his true identity and location confidential, afraid to

make the same mistake as author Salman Rushdie.
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INTRODUCTION

My knowledge of human behavior and the differences between populations

can not only be contributed to twenty years of interest and an equal amount

of visited countries, but also because of a monkey I used to have. A

companion who taught me that for some things no difficult explanations are

required. A comrade who, when placed in front of a mirror, was at first

excited to see a fellow monkey, to look behind the mirror to find out where it

was, unable to realize how empty mirrors really are. Though I, when it

comes to aforementioned insights and the writing of this book, have the

assumed benefit that I'm not a Dutchman, I write strengthened by the

knowledge that this book only depicts what many oppressed and silenced

Dutchmen think. I must also add that I, as a completely independent person,

have no ties to Dutch, Islamic, or any other organization of any kind.

In this book I will give the impression that I generalize continuously, and

possibly that I'm convinced of myself being right. The scope of this book is

so all encompassing that I, to avoid a monotony of 'besides' and 'according

to me', categorized various peoples with a common 'they', without meaning

every single one of those people, and expressed frank opinions, without

entitling myself to being absolutely right. It may seem awkward that I

oppose my own kind; but that's not so strange. After all, when the

governments wants to build a railroad straight through Woensdrecht one can

expect the village to protest, but it would only be truly objective if the

construction company itself would object.

My early years

I was born from average Muslim parents in an average Muslim nation to live

a life and do things unexceptional for a random half-blind person lost in

Islam, kicking, screaming, and bullying, just like the other Muslims. I fell on

my knees to say prayers which contained words I understood and took part

in activities like with the goat, which throat I slit slowly while my parents

held her pushed against the ground to stop her from shaking. My sister, at

home the only one younger than I, was too small to help and my elder

brothers and I knew the principle of dog eats dog. She asked me if she was

allowed to go outside, and I asked the next, all the way to the eldest brother

who was 25, who in turn asked my father.

When I was around the age of twelve my father bought me a He-Man, an air

pressure gun that I had wanted for a long time. I went out to practice and

after a tour through the surrounding villages where the other children

accompanied me I came back home with a cluster of sparrows, crows,

squirrels, and lizards attached to a rope behind my bicycle. My gun was
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better than the ones of my friends, but not powerful enough to kill wild cats

and dogs. You could however make a cat jump high into the air or make a

dog yelp, much to the amusement of the neighborhood that watched

laughing. Back home I'd get a compliment from my father for my aim, but

not quite from my mother, who slapped me around my ears for getting my

clothes dirty. She didn't really have to be so difficult, because we had a

washing lady, and she didn't get a beating with the stick each day for not

washing well.

At school they broke quite a few switches on my knuckles, and at home

perhaps even more, until my father found out one day that I had tried to

smoke and wanted to punish me so severely he hired someone for the extra

beating. But why should I complain? The boy next doors didn't hear me

shout from four houses away like I heard him when he was beaten for

stealing meat from the pan. I also endured less than the christian who

murmured English to himself, which the children found so amusing they

threw stones at him wherever he went. He bled continuously, not I. On the

other hand he was one of the many exceptions like the crippled, retards, and

blind who weren't spared either. The local authorities, tasked to take care of

wild dogs, didn't need stones. Equipped with heavy iron grips which looked

like an ice wrench the dogcatchers surrounded such a dog. One sneaked up

from behind and slammed the grips into its hips with a quick movement. The

whining of the dog was amusing, but not surprising, because the dog

wondered what it had done wrong to deserve such a fate, and on they went,

to where they would end his dog life. Dogs busy heaving intercourse and

hence attached to each other, rarely finished the ride; they were taken care

of by the men, women, and children of the neighborhood, who found the

display so repulsive that they simply bashed in the dogs' skulls with sticks.

How much sympathy can a whining dog expect from a people too busy

whining themselves?

Once on a Sunday afternoon, if I remember correctly, I was seated on a

chair next to my little sister and my mother, surrounded by three hundred

people who were seated as well, and they all cried. A child, his mother's

only, died in a car accident, witnessed by even more crying people in thirty

other movie theatres in the city. Meanwhile the intercity was about to depart

and there was no shortage of tears either; the entire train station cried. Not

unimaginable, loved ones were about to leave, sometimes for as long as

three months. Certainly, trains were riding, like there were roads and cars,

and I was ten years when I learned to ride my bicycle, gained speed on a

slope, lost control over the handle bars and hit a pedestrian, upon which

both of us fell. It must have been the sight of my blood that made him stop

already after two punches, and that was nothing compared to the collisions,

which caused less broken bones than the arguments between drivers. The
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only accidents with severe consequences were the frontal collisions between

busses on the small, dusty roads, where both drivers were headstrong and

refused to move to the side first. With one of the busses that managed to

reach their destination arrived a nephew who stayed over for the duration of

the holiday. He had occult powers, he said, and sometimes his body was

possessed and he went nuts and started to squirm.

Only after a couple of days it got to that point, and we saw him chew on

spikes and bleed. A week later our sister was endangered by the same spirit

who preferred to posses her soul instead, so he said, and he asked us to

pray and guard all doors while he guarded her. That night he tried to sleep

with her, which was the end of his holiday. My holiday once ended abrupt as

well, and almost forever. When I walked through an alley one day with my

shoes on without noticing that it was a mosque a big hand grabbed me by

my collar and before I realized what was going on thirty men were holding

me tight under a tree, waiting for one of them to return with a rope to hang

me. I was fortunate that a rich friend passed by, and warned them to let me

go; otherwise he would send the police to torch their homes. And that's how

another day passed by.

After surviving this, almost passing out from the heat, I visited a holy place

where people came to feed a holy crocodile and doing so gained redemption

for their sins. I would have arrived a day earlier but a policeman arrested me

for possession of an illegal document; a roadmap of the country. Anyway,

each man placed a piece of meat in the crocodile’s mouth which the guard

held open. I found out there were once two crocodiles. Mostly the crocodile

wasn't hungry, so the meat had to be shoved passed its throat with a stick.

That's why the second one was missing. A dead crocodile naturally was more

unusual than all the mules, dogs, cats, and occasionally a baby that were

decaying in the slums. But always fresh and on guard was our ability to lie.

At school, at home, or on the street. Everywhere the lie was the basis of our

daily lives. If we were asked for directions, our name, what kind of work our

father did, how we paid for something, if we came with the bus, if we were

hungry, even if a doctor asked where it hurt; on each question you came up

with a fitting lie. Not only because lying had become a second nature, but

because we often had started to believe in our own lies without realizing that

we lied, but also our fear to lose prestige. We depleted our family members

quickly because we used their deaths as an excuse for being late. But

afterwards the dead family members praised us for our ingenuity when it

came to lying.

The only time they did not appreciate our lies was when the results of the

school exam had to be discussed, and the bad grades promised many hard

hands, shoes, and sticks. For those cases alternative methods existed, like
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the one my brother used; he bribed his way through five school years

without passing a single time. Oh well, bribery and being smart were one

and the same, since only a fool wouldn't bribe a police officer if he could

avoid prison time for some spare change. Rich people didn't get into these

situations because a police officer who made the mistake of fining a rich

person for something like speeding had the following options: fall on his

knees and apologize, lose his job, or his nose. The people who didn't have to

be rich to enjoy a general boost of status were the European tourists, who

because of their good faith formed an easy target. It was our trick to

approach them and warn them not to trust anyone and to watch their

luggage carefully. This way we automatically earned some extra trust, and at

the first opportunity: bye bye luggage. But those were all pranks; the big

hits were arranged by the police force itself. Their method existed of placing

hashish in the luggage of the tourists, if it was a couple that is, and then

arrest the male and lock him up until the woman freed him by being

cooperative with the inspector, in the usual fashion.

Among the tourists also belonged the hippies, who toured the middle east

during the sixties. They took along new words and a new way of thinking,

"Peace", "Flower Power', "Love", "Good Vibrations", "Ban the Bomb", "Make

Love not War", "You don't have to fight to be a man", etc. We had never

heard of that before. And though it remained at hollow words during those

days, they helped me realize there was a whole other world outside of the

scary world in which I had always lived. In those days before I left my

country in search of a more meaningful world not only I, but also my father,

started to lose high placed friends, because I had made the mistake to hang

out with the bicycle repairman, the shoemaker, who due to their poverty

belonged to a lower class. The time to depart had arrived.

From nation to nation

After leaving my family, friends, and possessions behind I crossed the first

border filled with hope, to the neighboring country, to once there meet

people who were hardly different from where I came from, that is, when it

comes to religion and mentality. And so it continued, to my disappointment,

one country after another, until I started to wonder if this was everything

there was. Out of curiosity of the outside world I had traveled over the road,

which meant staying for the night in hundreds of villages and the most

remarkable experiences.

The trip took long, a year had already passed and there was still no trace of

the promised land. With a glance at the compass I kept a north western

coarse and arrived at the first European border, the one of Greece, to once

again be disappointed, the meeting of a kind of people whose sense of
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humor seemed to range between cursing and running over luggage. From

there I traveled criss-cross through Europe, without too much satisfaction of

what I saw. "You must go to Amsterdam," they said, especially in Istanbul,

and one day I found myself standing there.

It was the only city that didn't want to see me gone, even though I was

frightful and kept myself hidden from the police, until I found out that they

were too busy looking good and showing the way to the national museum to

be bothered by illegal aliens. The following months I managed to get settled

in the Netherlands and make friends, and thanks to the illegal help of the

embassy I knew I could enter and leave the country without problems.

Hence, driven by the desire to know even more of the world I started a new

journey, which would last several years, interrupted by visits to Amsterdam,

and to eventually end up back in the Netherlands.

The collision

My travel through time, a trip of five centuries, ended except for the

Netherlands also in confusion. Keep in mind it is easy not to get confused

when you're too stupid to see the difference. I had no idea there was a

people like the Dutch. They were peaceful and quiet, polite and friendly, and

in conflicts they admitted their mistakes. "Sorry, my mistake," they said,

even when I was the one who did something wrong. If they had a difference

of opinion they just said so, or it went like: "Oh no, come one, get real",

while practically they agreed completely; and if they got upset their eyes

went up and down with their gesturing hands. At other moments they

criticize themselves "I'm an idiot", without seeing that as a lack of selfrespect, pride, or manliness.

They spoke quietly and actually listened, making me imagine myself in

wonderland. But besides those wonders the transition also brought pain. Like

a fish on the beach who no longer belongs in the water but wasn't yet ready

to walk the land, I started to feel dumb and got pissed off constantly, while

incident after incident followed me and confronted me with the mirror asking

me who I really was. Had I entered the U.S. the transition would have been

easier to grasp. The Dutch way of living was something completely beyond

me. Especially the calm behavior of the people had an irritating impact.

Violence of voices and gestures was the only form of communication they

knew and now they expected of me that I would restrain, and conform to the

Dutch manners.

Within several weeks of my final arrival in the Netherlands I met a Dutch girl,

who despite the intense cold of the winter, must have melted at the sight of

my benumbed condition and asked me to stay over. "A roof above my head,
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free sex, and a license to stay", my advisors told me to search for; all that I

had now found. Seated at the heater I told her interesting stories and she

reacted like, "Ah yes", and, "I see", which made me furious and led to

endless quarrels. I, who had never heard of such dullness, thought she

sounded insulting, and she couldn't quite understand that. Other conflicts

happened because of her refusal to do things out of principle, which was

entirely unfamiliar to me. Her honesty was just as limitless as my distrust

towards her, and if she had to visit a male medical practitioner I would go

along and not leave her out of my sight while she was with him.

I accused her constantly that she lied, because I couldn't imagine the

opposite, so there we were, she with her deep rooted feeling, and I with

mine, so superficial and egocentric that it didn't take long before she got a

nervous breakdown, right in front of my unseeing eyes. She endlessly tried

to teach me things, change me, and patiently waited, in the trust and the

hope that I would one day treat her the way she treated me. Till her faith

one day became exhausted and she barely managed to get herself back up,

but lacked the energy to kick me out, so she kicked herself out.

Introduction to the naive fools

If there were no Scandinavians, of who I don't know a whole lot, then

without a single trace of doubt in my voice I would call the Dutch the nicest,

most honorable, civilized, honest, objective, and outspoken people of the

world, while my opinion about their social system, police, jurisdiction,

education, etcetera, is equally high. I'm sometimes still surprised about the

way of life in the Netherlands and the behavior of the Dutch, even though

they form a rich source of entertainment and happiness in my daily life. But

when someone doesn't agree with me or doesn't understand what I'm talking

about it's either a moron or exactly one of those Dutchmen, while in other

countries in their most ideal dreams people wish they could reach the same

thing as here, or at least almost the same, because also the Dutch are not

perfect.

How can a people be so advanced in their thought while being so naive at

the same time? Or the other way around: how can people as smart as the

drug lords of Colombia or the master minds of the mob and yet be dumb

enough to ignore the lives they wreck? The answer is easy: we only develop

our brains in those areas where we train them. The story of the Dutch is

simply the story of a people who lived so long in a neatly arranged society,

and developed its kindness so far that it not only forgot what a mess looks

like, but never developed the intelligence to keep itself clean: the Dutch

don't see the mess around them and hence do not see a good reason to

protect themselves against it.
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Despite my loftiest opinion of the Dutch I disagree with the line, "There is

good and bad in everyone", that Paul McCartney and Steve Wonder sang

together in the song 'Ebony and Ivory', even though I wonder why nobody

sings after it, "How much?" After all everyone is everything; everyone is

homosexual, sadistic, racist, anti-social, aggressive, suicidal, etcetera. The

question is to what extent. But that seems irrelevant for the Dutch. As far as

they're concerned evil is evil. And because the statistics show that among

the Dutch occasionally someone loses his self control, a child stole some

candy, a woman hit the table with her fist, a police officer pretended not to

see his son j-walking, that means that they are just as short fused, thieving,

aggressive, and corrupt as any other people.

And when it concerns money: The Dutch love money, so why would they be

different from for example the Americans, for whom the first question is

someone's wage when being introduced, and who spend half their life looking

for another job that pays fifty dollar more, while they can't understand how

the Dutch enjoy doing their jobs. So how exactly are the Dutch different from

other people? Besides, the proof is crystal clear: On Sunday after going to

the church the Dutch shoot sparrows with air pressure guns, speak loudly, as

if they are having an arguments, occasionally pausing to spit; if they lose

with sports, they blame the referee, declare a day of national mourning and

close their stores, while the prime minister speaks of a 'disaster'; they bully

old people and throw stones at people in wheel chairs, while loading their

enormous families into busses at the end of the afternoon, with curtains in

front of the windows to hide their women from lustful glances to drive to a

restaurant where they eat the raw brains from the skull of a tied down

monkey, who they put to sleep with a firm knock on the head, right?

So far I fortunately was never infected with this self-pessimism of the Dutch,

but the little bit of optimism I had was totally shattered when I discovered

the highest authority in the field of optimism were the same self-pessimistic

Dutch, with the possible exception of the Ostrich, of course. Pleasant, nice,

friendly, excellent, wonderful, classy, delightful, lovely are their magic words

that can turn all evil into good and can straighten out everything that is bent.

The weather man would never say that there'll be dog weather tomorrow,

while Bob Marley fans have been singing for the past twenty years that,

"everything is gonna be alright", without realizing that, if that was true, they

would no longer have to sing it.

Cyclops chasing a dream

Considering the support for great institutes like the Pieter Baan Centre where

the mental health of criminals is observed, and despite the many

unemployed psychologists and social workers, the latest fashion in the
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